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To all whom it may concern: I 
Be it known that I, JOHN GILLIG, of Vir 

ginia City, county of Storey, and State of Ne 
vada, have invented an Improved Lantern; 
and I hereby declare the following to be a full, 
clear, and exact description thereof, reference 
being had to. the accompanying drawings. 
My invention relates to certain improve 

ments in that class of lanterns which are in 
tended to containcandles asan illuminating 
agent, and which are more especially em 
ployed in mines; and it consists in utilizing 
the base of the lantern by supporting the 
socket which is intended to hold the candle 
in a bracket below the bottom of the lantern, 
so that the top of this socket stands just level 
with the bottom of the lantern, and I am en 
abled to make the body of the lantern shorter. 
The bracket and candle-socket are made to re 
move from the bottom, so that a door is dis 
pensed with for this purpose, while the whole 
bottom and base are hinged at one side, and 
provided with a spring-catch at the other, so 
that the bottom may be opened whenever de 
sired. 
The top of the lantern is made of a single 

sheet of metal, in a conical form, and with a 
projecting rim, which protects the lantern and 
candle from the water which falls down the 
shaft. 
Referring to the accompanying drawings 

for a more complete explanation of my inven 
tion, Figure 1 is a view of my lantern closed. 
Fig. 2 shows the bottom opened. Fig. 3 shows 
the candle-socket and bracket removed. 
A is the body of a square or four sided lan- - 

tern of the kind to which my invention is 
adapted. B is the base upon which it stands, 
and O is the candle-socket. These sockets are 
usually secured to the bottom, so as to pro 
ject the whole length into the body of the lan 
tern, which must be madepf a greater height 
to receive the candle. “\\ . 

In my invention a perforatidn, D, is made 
in the bottom of the lantern of a su?icient size 
to allow the candle to be introduced through 
it from below. > 
The socket O is secured to a bracket, E, 

which is bent upward at each side of it, and 
has lugs F projecting outward each way, as 
shown. 
Upon the bottom of the lantern are two 

catches, Gr, secured upon each side of the open 
ing D, so that the bracket may be turned 
when in place, and it will be locked by the 
catches. The upper end of the socket will 
thus stand about even with the bottom of 
the lantern, while the remainder, with the 
bracket, will lie below the base B, giving. - 
space enough for it within the bottom H. 
By this construction I am enabled to make 

the lantern considerably shorter and more 
convenient than heretofore, besides providing 
an easy means for introducing or removing 
the candle without opening a door or the bot 
tom of the lantern. 
The bottom H of my lantern is hinged to 

the body A at I, so that it may be turned 
down to expose the interior of the lantern 
without entirely removing it. A spring-catch, 
J, at the opposite side serves to secure it 
when closed. 
By this means I am enabled to dispense 

with any side door, and at the same time 
clean the interior of the lantern without re 
moving the glasses or losing the bottom by 
removing it. 
The top K of my lantern is made of a single 

sheet of stout metal, bent into the form of a 
?at circular cone, with a projecting rim, which 
protects the lantern. As the top is perfectly 
tight it keeps out water, which is always drip‘ 
ping in the mines, and will put out the light 
in ordinary lanterns. 
Having thus described my invention, what 

I claim as new, and desire to secure by Let 
ters Patent, is— 

1. The candle-socket 0, having its upper 
end ?ush with the bottom of the lantern, 
while it projects below said bottom, so that 
only the candle appears within the lantern, 
substantially as herein described. 

2. The candle-socket 0, having its upper 
end ?ush with the bottom of the lantern, said 
socket being supported by the bracket E, pro 
vided with the lugs Ii‘, ?tting into catches G, ' 
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so that the socket may be supported within ported outside of the lantern, substantially as 
the base and below the bottom of the lantern, and for the purpose herein described. 
and the socket and candle be removed with- In witness whereof I have hereunto set my 
out disturbing said bottom, substantially as hand and seal. 

3. The improvement in lanterns, consisting JOHN GILLIG' [L' S'] 
of the body A, with its tight conical projeot- Witnesses: 
ing top K and the hinged bottom H, in com- GEO. H. STRONG, 
bination with the removable socket O, sup- FRANK A. BROOKS. 


